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Dissociation of a protein from DNA is often assumed to be

described by an off rate that is independent of other molecules

in solution. Recent experiments and computational analyses

have challenged this view by showing that unbinding rates

(residence times) of DNA-bound proteins can depend on

concentrations of nearby molecules that are competing for

binding. This ‘facilitated dissociation’ (FD) process can occur at

the single-binding site level via formation of a ternary complex,

and can dominate over ‘spontaneous dissociation’ at low

(submicromolar) concentrations. In the crowded intracellular

environment FD introduces new regulatory possibilities at the

level of individual biomolecule interactions.
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Introduction
All activities of a living cell are ultimately controlled by

patterns of transcription which are in turn controlled by

the binding of proteins to DNA. Binding and unbinding

of transcription factors (TFs) and other DNA-interacting

proteins (e.g., DNA-bending and looping ‘architectural’

or ‘genome folding/packaging’) proteins take place in a

molecularly crowded environment where there is expo-

sure of a DNA binding site to an array of competing

potential binding partners. A TF bound to a regulatory

site must have a long enough residence time for it to affect

transcription; at the same time, the TF may need to be

removed when its regulatory effect is to be ended. TF-

DNA interactions therefore ought to be stable enough to

survive chemical and mechanical ‘molecular noise’, while
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remaining malleable enough for disassembly to occur

when an appropriate physiochemical signal arrives.

While protein–DNA binding kinetics are established on

diffusive mechanisms where binding rate goes up with

concentration [1,2], mechanisms of dissociation of a pro-

tein from a protein–DNA complex have been less heavily

studied. Lifetimes of protein–DNA complexes are usu-

ally assumed to be independent of concentrations of

proteins in solution; this assumption is often implicit in

the identification Kd = koff/g where g is the association

rate constant. This lack of concentration dependence

implicitly assumes dissociation to involve crossing of

one free energy barrier, which is likely inappropriate

for a protein bound to DNA by an array of weak, non-

covalent electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.

Recent experiments in vivo and in vitro show that a variety of

nucleic-acid-binding proteins more quickly leave DNA

binding sites with increasing concentrations of solution-

phase competitor proteins [3�,4,5�,6�,7�,8,9�,10�,11] (also

reviewed in Ref. [12], for concentrations in the tens to

hundreds of nanomolar range (at or below physiological

values estimated for many DNA-binding proteins in vivo).
This acceleration of dissociation by a competing molecule is

an instance of ‘facilitated dissociation’ (FD) [13,14,15,3�].
Theidea isgeneral, andposits that insteadofhavingonlyone

‘bound’ state, a protein–DNA complex can stochastically

and intermittently visit a partially-bound  state, in which a

competitor molecule may be able to grab part of the exposed

binding site, facilitating removal of the originally bound

molecule (Figure 1a,b). The basic idea of FD has been long

understood in the chemical kinetics literature [16], and FD

effectshavebeenlongreportedtooccur forbiomolecules, for

example, in transfer of ethidium bromide between DNA

molecules [17]. The notion of transient protein-DNA–pro-

tein complexes being involved in facilitation of dissociation

of proteins from double-stranded DNA has attracted atten-

tion only relatively recently [18,19].

Here,we brieflyreview experiments which have shown FD

for DNA–protein interactions. We also discuss potential

consequences of FD in vivo, as well as the potential for FD

to play a role in other kinds of biomolecular interactions

(e.g., protein–protein interactions) and its potential role in

design of pharmaceutical and functional materials.

Evidence for FD of proteins from DNA in vitro
Recent experiments have reported competing-protein-

concentration-dependent off rates koff (i.e., inverse of
www.sciencedirect.com
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Kinetic pathways for FD and experimental data. (a) Competing protein from solution (gray) binds to partially exposed DNA site arising from thermal

fluctuation of previously bound protein (green). In the ternary complex, each protein is weakly bound, which leads to dissociation of one or both

proteins. (b) Within the ternary complex, proteins can compete may interfere with one another’s binding via allostery through the substrate as well

as via sterically blocking one anothers’ interactions with the DNA. (c) Experimental data showing protein off-rate increasing with bulk protein

concentration for a few DNA-binding proteins (see text for details). In each case the off-rate increases with solution concentration of that protein,

the hallmark of FD.
residence time) for proteins bound to DNA. Surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments showed that the

heterodimeric TF NF-kB had dissociation from DNA

binding sites accelerated by increasing concentration of

IkBa [20] (which competes with the host DNA to bind

NF-kB). Subsequent experiments showed that the disas-

sembly rate of the DNA–NF-kB–IkBa complex showed a

linear increase with increasing IkBa concentrations up to

10 mM [20,10�].

Strong FD effects were observed for the homodimeric

Escherichia coli TF Fis, which interacts nonspecifically and

specifically with DNA and is found at high concentrations

in rapidly growing E. coli cells. A set of non-sequence-

specific experiments used fluorescence imaging of GFP-

Fis on long (48 kb) l-phage DNAs [18] extended using

magnetic tweezers. It was found that pre-bound GFP-

labeled Fis could be efficiently stripped off DNA by Fis

(Figure 1c, black circles), as well as by other DNA-

binding proteins introduced into solution (E. coli HU

and human HMGB1 proteins), the latter experiments

indicating that FD can be heterotypic. Further experi-

ments on bacterial chromosomes isolated in vitro [4]

showed remarkably similar effects, with both experi-

ments measuring a sequence-averaged FD exchange rate

constant (kexch) of 104 M
�1 s�1.

FD effects have been reported for the homodimeric

bacterial TF CueR (copper efflux regulator), which
www.sciencedirect.com 
regulates transcriptional response to copper ions. Single

molecule FRET measurements for CueR revealed that

increased free CueR concentration promotes dissociation

of CueR specifically bound to its 25 bp-long DNA bind-

ing site [6�] (Figure 1c, blue diamonds). Nonspecifically-

bound CueR did not exhibit FD, suggesting a role of the

sequence-specific complex structure in FD. The FRET

data of that study also indicated that dissociation of CueR

can be facilitated through displacement or direct

exchange processes (corresponding roughly to the two

pathways shown in Figure 1a,b) contribute to CueR-DNA

interactions.

Single-molecule fluorescence studies of Fis interacting

with specific, very tightly binding 21 bp ‘F1’ DNA sites

over a wide concentration range revealed both the initial

linear concentration dependence, and saturation of off-

rate at concentrations above about 200 nM, roughly the

physiological value expected in vivo [3�] (Figure 1c, filled

red triangles). The observation of saturation of off rate is

in accord with a mechanism based on transient formation

of a less stable Fis-DNA complex, consistent with the

suggestion of off-rate saturation in earlier Fis experiments

on isolated bacterial chromosomes [4]. Molecular dynam-

ics (MD) simulations of a coarse-grained bead-spring

model recapitulated the experimental observations, and

suggested that FD can occur for a very wide range of

binding affinities, and without dependence on details of

chemical structure of the molecules involved [3�,21].
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2019, 53:118–124
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(a) Partially bound protein on DNA binding site. The time window

during which the binding site is exposed to invading proteins from

solution sets the limiting FD off rate approached at high competitor

concentration. (b) Schematic behavior of protein concentration-

dependence of off rate: off rate increases linearly at low concentration

with slope of kexch, while at higher concentrations the off rate

saturates at the limiting off rate.
Multiprotein complexes have also been reported to

exhibit a concentration-dependent dissociation mecha-

nism [9�,8] (Figure 1c, cyan triangles, data for DNA

polymerase from Ref. [[9�,8]]). Single-molecule fluores-

cence experiments showed that T7 bacteriophage DNA

polymerase components at a replication fork can dynami-

cally exchange [9�]. Furthermore, exposing the wild-type

pre-bound polymerase with a mutated, less efficient

polymerase (Y526F) led to a decrease in replicated

DNA, in a Y526F-concentration-dependent manner,

again suggesting a dynamic exchange mechanism [9�].
Experimental data suggest that FD is readily observable,

with large changes in off-rate, over a wide range of

affinities, types of protein, binding lifetimes and protein

concentrations (Figure 1c).

FD of proteins from DNA in living cells
Experiments have begun to address the challenging goal

of quantifying FD effects in vivo. Using in vivo fluores-

cence imaging, faster unbinding rates for CueR and its

Zn+2 sensitive version ZntR have been observed with

increasing concentration of each protein type in vivo [5�].
A relation between dissociation rate and chromosome

condensation levels was also reported: residence times

for passive (i.e., apo) forms of the metalloregulators were

reported to be longer than those of active (i.e., metal-

bound) forms in condensed chromosomes, with the oppo-

site trend in cells with more loosely compacted chromo-

somes [5�]. Similar effects for the zinc-responsive uptake

regulator Zur in E. coli cells were also reported [22].

Dynamics of fluorescently labeled DNA polymerases

have been studied in live E. coli cells, leading to the

observation that the Polymerase III* complex (holoen-

zyme lacking the b2 sliding clamp) has a residence time of

4 � 2 s [7�], in accord with other in vivo studies [8]. These

measurements are consistent with in vitro exchange times

measured at physiologically relevant concentrations of

polymerase, which are on the order of 10 nM for E. coli
cells under growth conditions. Recently, it has been

reported that the binding-site-residency time of CTCF

decreased when its expression was increased (Figure 2

Supplement 2B of [23]), possibly extending in vivo obser-

vations of FD to human nuclei.

FD of proteins from DNA by competing nucleic
acids
Dissociation of a DNA bound protein does not necessarily

require an invading protein from solution. Competing

DNA segments are well known to be able to facilitate

dissociation of proteins [24–31,32�,33–38,11], a process

often called ‘intersegmental transfer’ [1]. Recent mag-

netic-tweezer assays probing dissociation of DNA-bound

Fis through changes in effective DNA persistence length

observe a strong dependence of off rate on solution

concentration of free nucleic acid segments [39]. As for

competing protein, the off rate for Fis from DNA shows
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2019, 53:118–124 
an initial linear increase for competitor DNA concentra-

tion, which then saturates at �1 �10�2 s�1 above dsDNA

concentrations �20 ng/ml, remarkably close to the limit-

ing rates obtained for Fis dissociating from bacterial

chromosomes [4].

Single strand binding (SSB) proteins also
exhibit FD characteristics
Despite the very different flexibility of single-stranded

DNA (ssDNA, �1 nm persistence length) relative to

dsDNA (50 nm persistence length), FD has been

observed for sequence-nonspecific binding of ssDNA-

binding proteins. Homotetrameric fluorescently-labeled

E. coli single-strand-binding protein (SSB) from E. coli
exhibited faster dissociation from ssDNA binding site

with increased SSB in solution [40]. Following a linear

dependence of dissociation rate for SSB concentration of

up to 4 mM, a hyperbolic behavior was observed, which

was interpreted as rate-limiting step due to conforma-

tional arrangement of SSB on the ssDNA [40]. Similarly,

single-molecule imaging experiments studying unbind-

ing of heterodimeric Replication Protein A (RPA) showed

that 10 000 nM solution-phase RPA can reduce the resi-

dence of pre-RPA from roughly two hours to less than a

minute [41]. RPA-ssDNA complexes were also observed

to disassemble in the presence of other single-stranded-

binding proteins such as yeast Rad51 and E. coli SSB

proteins indicating heterotypic FD/exchange [41]. Weak

FD effects have also been observed during dissociation of

ssRNAs [42], attributed to diffusive return kinetics rather

than to formation of a stable ternary complex [42,39].

Molecular picture of FD
Ternary intermediate model of FD

Single-molecule observations of strong FD effects [3�,6�]
suggest an explanation involving dynamics of a single
www.sciencedirect.com
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Effects of salt ions on unbinding. (a) Salt weakly affects off rates via

FD since there is no net ion adsorption or release. (b) For

spontaneous dissociation, many ions may bind the dissociating protein

and DNA, resulting in a strong effect of salt concentration. (c)

Schematics of salt concentration versus the off rate data for the two

cases [3�,21].
protein–DNA complex, rather than via many-protein

interactions (e.g., cooperative binding). A ternary com-

plex of two proteins sharing one DNA binding site is

likely to be less stable than a well-bound protein–DNA

complex [43] (in the DNA-protein–DNA ‘direct transfer’

case, one protein is shared by two nucleic acid binding

sites). Assuming that partially-bound states can occur

(even rarely visited states of this type are sufficient)

may allow weak binding of a second protein. The thus-

partially bound ‘invader’ protein may block the ability of

the originally bound protein to return to its fully-bound

state, shortening its average residence time and acceler-

ating its dissociation. If the original protein dissociates,

the invader may stay behind, and the process is one of

‘exchange’, but it is possible for both proteins to leave the

binding site as well (in that latter case, one could antici-

pate rapid filling of the empty binding site by some other

molecule). The key point is that instead of there being a

single barrier between binding and unbinding of the

original protein, there is at least one partially bound state,

on which the competitor can act to reduce the residence

time of the original protein.

This ternary complex model leads to Michaelis–Menten–

like kinetics whereby dissociation of the originally bound

protein is sped up by the invader [14,44,15,3�]. This

model describes the initial increase and saturation of

off rate with competitor concentration observed experi-

mentally and computationally [3�,21]. This type of model

does not depend on (or specify) the molecular details of

the competition, which may result from steric or other

interactions between the two proteins (e.g., direct binding

site occlusion, Figure 1a), or from allostery through the

DNA without direct protein–protein interaction [45]

(Figure 1b).

Given that a number of FD observations involve dimeric

proteins (Fis [3�,18,4], HU [18], CueR [6�,5�]) one might

wonder if this is a requirement for the effect; certainly a

dimeric protein involves two DNA-binding surfaces.

However, observation of FD for single proteins in multi-

protein complexes [9�,7�] and for the monomeric NHP6A

[3�,18] as well as similar effects for transcription activation

domains indicate that dimericity is not a requirement

[46].

Salt concentration only weakly affects FD

FD can be probed in vitro in experiments performed at

varied salt concentrations (Figure 3). For spontaneous

dissociation, any counterions associated with the

unbound DNA or protein must bind from solution, driv-

ing the strong salt concentration effects typically seen for

nucleic acid-protein interactions [47,48,35]. Conversely,

for homotypic FD/exchange, there should be no net

change in bound ions and minimal salt effects. In accord
www.sciencedirect.com 
with this, the zero-protein-concentration off rate for Fis

[3�] shows a strong salt effect with a Hill slope of about

2 [3�]. For an ‘ion release’ picture, this suggests a net

binding of about two ions to dissociating DNA and

protein. At elevated protein concentration, FD with

almost no salt effect is observed [3�] (Figure 3). MD

simulations show the same effects as a function of salt

concentration [21]. Detailed molecular modeling of Fis-

DNA interactions indicates the reduction of electrostatic

interaction strength alone leads to partially unbound

state, suggesting that electrostatic interaction strength

can be used to adjust the nature of the partially unbound

protein states and ternary complex [43].

Perspective
Given the dynamic variations in the concentration ranges

of proteins in the nucleus or bacterial cell volume it is

likely that FD may regulate residence times of DNA-

bound proteins, and it is plausible that FD for TFs has

been selected to improve reliability of gene regulation. It

may be advantageous to the cell for a TF to stay stably

bound for a long time in order to allow a given process to

be completed [49,50], or to provide ‘memory’ of a previ-

ous transcriptional state, robustly against thermal noise.

At the same time, it may be advantageous for that protein

to promptly unbind in response to a regulatory molecular

signal. By using FD to trigger unbinding of the initially

bound TF, one can enjoy the advantages of stable binding

and rapid switching, relative to the non-FD case where
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2019, 53:118–124
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one must wait for spontaneous dissociation of the TF to

occur. Similarly FD could accelerate the response of TF-

sensors that respond to metabolites or toxins [5�,6�,22].

FD may also play a role in accelerating the action of

enzymes acting processively along DNA. Turnover of

DNA replisome components [7�] may help overcome

DNA lesions and other obstacles to replication [8,51].

Chromatin structure may well be modified by FD, for

example via turnover of proteins that bend or crossbridge

chromatin segments. Notably the presence of nucleo-

somes has been observed to affect TF off rates [11].

Chromatin compaction levels are known to affect resi-

dence times of DNA-bound proteins [5�]; the extended

residence times of eukaryotic polycomb [52] and trithorax

[53] group proteins during mitosis relative to interphase

may be due to suppression of FD via chromatin

compaction.

FD needs to be considered in experiments seeking to

quantify DNA-protein binding kinetics. One cannot take

for granted that an off rate at zero protein concentration is

the same as the off rate at elevated concentrations of

competitor molecules, and indeed FD has been observed

for a wide variety of types of protein–DNA interactions

(Figure 1c), suggesting that it may well be generic. One

might expect FD to lead to systematically larger esti-

mates of faster off rates and therefore higher ‘equilibrium’

Kd’s in titration experiments (e.g., EMSA ‘gel shifts’),

versus kinetically-based dilution-dissociation (e.g., SPR

‘Biacore’) experiments [32�].

FD may well be characteristic of a wide range of ligand–

receptor interactions. In situations where effectiveness of

a receptor–ligand interaction depends on its residence

time [49], it may be favorable to have a long intrinsic

residence time, but to rapidly turn over binding when a

competing ligand is available. A therapeutically-relevant

example is enhanced IgE-receptor dissociation by solu-

tion-phase variants of IgE [54]. IgE antibodies bind to

high-affinity cell-surface receptors as part of immune

response activation: drugs engineered to use FD to rap-

idly displace tightly bound IgEs promise to be useful in

treatment of a wide range of allergic responses.

Finally, being a rather basic chemical-kinetic phenome-

non, FD has broad application to fields outside of biology.

FD may be useful in the design of responsive soft

materials, For example, polymer gels whose crosslinkers

can undergo FD so as to rapidly adapt their crosslinking

density, correlation length and stiffness in response to

molecules in solution [55]. Such materials include associ-

ating polymers and vitrimers where crosslinking topology

is fluctuating: FD could accelerate and make more precise

crosslink reorganization, by allowing the combination of

stable crosslinks with rapid dissociation kinetics in the

presence of suitable competitor molecules.
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2019, 53:118–124 
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